Abstract-This paper presents a method to control industrial redundant manipulators based on a method similar to the mechanism ascribed to the human motor system that adaptively combines motor primitives t o control human body motions. The idea is to identify a set of local model primitives based on Runge-Kutta-Gill neural networks (FLKGNNs) and control the manipulator based on an adaptive selection and fusion method. The adaptive selection is carried out using a resonance signal that recalls only the most relevant memory primitives given a situation, and adaptive fusion is carried out by a method based on fuzzy memberships. This method imitates few recent findings on how human motor skills are developed by adaptive combination of motor primitives.
I. INTRODUCTION
Model based control of redundant robot manipulators poses a significant challenge in accurate model construction in a given workspace. This is a typical engineering problem where most of the traditional approaches faces considerable difficulties. If we seek inspiration in nature's solution to similar or more complex modelling and control problems, presents a compelling paradigm. Though little is known about the human motor system, it is an apparent truth that nature has taken millions of years of evolution to design the mechanism of Iearning and storage of motor skills in the human brain. It is also known that the brain deals with accurate modelling of the whole human body, while modelling the dynamics of a redundant manipulator is still a challenge to the advanced engineering technology. This paper focuses on a lesson we can learn from the modularity of the human motor system and how it can be extended to build control skills for a redundant robot manipulator.
An important feature in the human motor skills is that complex skills are formed by combining a set of primitive motor skills [2] , [3] . In [5] , it was experimentally shown that in a spinalized frog, the collection of force field primitives derived based on the dynamics of the body, could form a basis for the construction of arbitrary force fields or movements by recruiting them in combination. An important observation made here is that when a brief train of simultaneous electrical impulses stimulated two spinal sites, the resulting field corresponded to the vector sum of the fields elicited by each stimulation site [SI. This suggests that. the central nervous system (CNS) evolves complex behaviors by combination of behavior primitives. The biological studies on modular memory formation and motor skill learning has been studied in [l] , [2] , and [3] . Based on experiments using human subjects, formation of internal models (IMs) of the arm and task dynamics through adaptive combination of motor primitives is discussed in 131. Here, IMs are defined as motor memories that associates desired trajactories for the hand to a set of muscle torques. It is interesting to understand how the brain adaptively fuses the memory primitives of the task related skills to deal with new task environments. Recently, research in artificial intelligence has endeavored to attempt the task of imitating this property of the human mind to deal with complex control tasks of modern engineering applications [8] . In engineering related disciplines, the first ideas of fusing linear models to control complex nonlinear systems was laid down by [9] . This involves linearization of the system around some fixed points in the state-space and combining them based on fuzzy reasoning to control the system [lo] . Some work on identification and control of nonlinear systems in a modular manner can be found in the work presented by [ll] . The basic idea of this method is to have multiple nonlinear models based on NNs so that each captures the nonlinearity of the whole system in a restricted region of the state-space. Some recent techniques to adaptively select identified dynamic models can be found in [12] arid [13] .
The proposed approach attempts to realize fuzzy fusion of nonlinear dynamic models identified in local workspaces of an industrial seven-link robot manipulator to control it in new workspaces. Although it allows the maintaining of a number of nonlinear models identified in different workspaces, given a new trajectory, a cognitive resonance parameter screens the models and selects only the relevant models to control the new trajectory. The idea of using a resonance parameter is based on the working principle of the human mind in recalling only the close or relevant experiences, given a new situation [17] , [18] , [19] .
The proposed method has been implemented using a seven-link industrial manipulator called PA-10, manufactured by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. The reference input of joint angle, its velocity, and their output data obtained from the experiments are used for the system identification studies. Promising results have been obtained to prove the ability of the proposed method in capturing nonlinear dynamics of a multi-link manipulator in an effective manner.
MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND COKTROLLER DESIGN
In the case of model based manipulator control, the global identification of dynamics with a finite number of RBFs is a formidable task for a complex manipulator such as PA-10. Therefore identifying local nonlinear dynamics using a reduced number of activation functions in the NNs for a fairly complex trajectory in the workspace saves computation time and usage of computer resources. For a complex trajectory, it is best to identify several nonlinear primitive models rather than a set of linear primitive models. Therefore the approach tries to keep a set. of preident,ified nonlinear dynamic models in the workspace of t.he manipulator to fuse them in an effective manner.
The proposed method attempts to identify the dynamics involving only the reference input of the joint angle, its velocity. and their output information, using the RKGNIVs trained by an evolutionary algorithm. This needs rearranging of the dynamic equation of a manipulator to form an ODE of the form 5 = f(z). Given the dynamics of the manipulattor as in equation ( l ) , t,he stat2e vector z can be defined by z = [e @IT. Then t,he ODE given by (2) can be formed using x and the dynamics defined by equation For a given trajectory, the input reference angle, its \e-locity and their output data of all seven joints were experimentally obtained. Then these experimental data were used to train the RKGNNs to identify the dynamics of the manipulator. The weights of the RKGKN and the RBF parametrrs, g, and ul, were found using the evolutionary algorithm described in references [14 and [15], with the objective function subjected to constraints. The constrained objective function is given by J where t ,~ is the total time span of the trajectory, gT(0) = max(0, gj(Q)} is the additional penalty function for the j t h constraint satisfaction and st is a log penalty parameter such that st = 10 + log(k + l ) , IC is the number of generations, and CN is the number of constraints.
One constraint was considered: which is given by
where r(e) is the minimum principle minor of the inertia matrix.
In this application, the dynamics were identified for two given trajectories for simplicity and due to time constraints. The two trajectories marked '*1" and "2" in Fig. 1 were used for the dynamics identification of the PA-10 manipulator using RKGNNs. Moreover, the new trajectory for which the proposed control concept is tested is shown in solid lines. In Fig. 1 , the trajectories are presented in end effector coordinates of position (2, y, z ) and orientation (Yaw, Pitch, Roll). It is iniportant to notice from to identify the dynamics of the PA-10 manipulator around the trajectories 1 and 2.
COMPARISON OF A NEW SITUATION WITH EXISTING

REPRESENTATIONS
The objective of this process is to assign fuzzy confidences to each stored trajectory for which dynamic models were identified in the form of NNs, with respect to the new objective trajectory O t r ( O d , O d ) . This is the first step to assess the relevance of each pre-learnt model t o the new trajectory's work-space.
In general humans associate experiences with situations, and the confidence with which a particular experience is applied to a given situation is interpreted in linguistic terms, such as "highly related," "weakly related," etc. Therefore, the objective trajectory Ot,(ed, O d ) is taken as input t o assign fuzzy confidences to each stored trajectory for which models are identified. The trajectories in this case correspond to the situations and the dynamic models to the specific experiences in human mind. The joint angles and their velocity data are fuzzified using radial basis function fuzzy sets (RBFFS) with the joint angles and their velocity data of each stored trajectory as the center of each -0.6: RBFFS. The reason behind using RBFFSs is that it enables direct comparison between the vectors of joint angles and their velocitsy of the objective trajectory, and those of any of the trajectories for which the dynamics are already for each model, accuracy needed, etc. In this case E = 0.3.
The basic idea of using the resonance parameter is depicted in Fig. 2 
v. FUZZY EVALUATION OF FINAL JOINT VELOCITY COMMAND P j , O , , = e x P { -[ ( P ) --j ) ' ( v --j ) /~~] } r j = 1,2,--.,Prn (4)
A very complex cognitive process in human mind is the fusion of isolated experiences to work in a given environment. It is hard to shrink this idea down to a comprehensive mathematical model. Yet the advent of fuzzy linguistic reasoning opens a fair basis to establish a simple mathematical process to fuse isolated mathematical models. This fusion process is carried out using the fuzzy confidences alFirst the selected models were used to generate joint space acceleration commands to control the given trajectory. Then the joint space acceleration commands assigned to the given t,rajectory by each model is taken and a def- 
IV. CONFIDENCE BASED MODEL SELECTION AND
ready assigned to each dynamic model.
EXECUTION
The sub-conscious process of assigning confidences to the situations in which existing experiences were acquired, leads to generating reSOnaJlce signals to the memory to r e trieve the specific experiences relevant to the given sitnation. The important fact is that at last, only a few experiences that are highly related to the new situation are reminded for detailed consideration, from among a vast base of experiences gathered during one's whole life. Here in t8his method, a resonance parameter E is used to mimic t,liis human cognitive process of experience mining. Therefnre the monance parameter E ree ens the appropriate models to be used to control the new trajectm' Otv(8d, e d ) ~c h that model j of trajectory j is selected if PjsOtv > E .
This approach guarant.ees stability by selecting the nonlinear models only in the neighborhood of the objective trajectory. Moreover it reduces computation time by neglecting ineffective dynamic models. The designer should select a value for E after considering the range of state space covered by each local nonlinear model, cornputmation time n(e, e ) = K:e + ~: e
where K i and KE are proportional and derivative gains, respectively. In this application,
According to equation (6), the calculation of the vector of final manipulated joint velocity commands involves two operations. The major contribution comes from the fuzzy fusion of the joint space acceleration commands given independently by the stored models. This is performed by first calculating the vectors of independent joint space acceleration commands calculated based on the stored models given by equation ( 5 ) , and then calculating a vector of final joint space acceleration commands using the fuzzy confidences assigned to the given trajectory by the stored trajectories.
Note that out of p number of stored models, only a q number of models that are deemed to be closely related to the given trajectory, are selected at a given time. This screening is performed using a cognitive resonance paramcter.
The second operation in equation (6) to calculate the vector of final manipulated joint acceleration commands is given in equation ( 7 ) . This is intended to compensate for the unmodeled dynamics and the uncertain friction forces.
Of course one could argue that the integral control part shown in equation ( 5 ) compensates the unmodeled dynamics. Yet in this case, RBFNNs axe adopted to identify the dynamics of a manipulator. Suppose a situation arises where the input t o the NNs is far away from the region covered in the input space by the RBFs. In this case, there can be a possibility that the activation of the RBFs is weak.
Therefore, in such a situation, no matter how effective the integral controller is, multiplication by the RBFNN based estimated inverse of the inertia matrix as shown in cquation (5) to calculate thc joint space acceleration command, would result in weak control performance. The second operation given by equation ( 7 ) strategically covers this kind of situations.
Next consider the tuning of gains in equations (5) and ( 7 ) . Obtaining a set of theoretically optimum gains in equations (5) and (7) could be very much easier if the dynamic model was exactly the same as the actual dynamics of the manipulator. The fact that this is not the case in estimated dynamics, the mismatch between actual and modelled dynamics may cause servo errors to be excited. Therefore, care should be taken in selecting the values for K p -K t in equations (6) and ( 7 ) . Therefore, in this case the gain tuning was done using an experimental trial and error method to ensure reliable performance. For simplicity, the gain vectors of proportional, derivative and integral control parts were designed to have the same gain value for all the joints. Of course selecting special gain values for each joint could be better than selecting the same value for all joints. yet it is not considered worthwhile here, because gain tuning is not a major purpose of this study.
\ ' I . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON PA-10 MANIPULATOR
The experiments were carried out using an actual P.4-10 manipulator manufactured by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. . 4 simple visual C++ program was written as a console application to access the pelts for data communication between the servo controller and the computer. hrthermore, the main advantage of the proposed method here, is that even if the sampling time width is changed, the NNs do not have to be trained again because the sampling time width is external to the function NNs in the RKGNNs.
One other approach to reduce the sampling period is to set the resonance parameter in the proposed method so that the number of models selected at any given time out of the stored models is fixed to be a small number, resulting in less calculations of a PC based controller.
For the purpose of comparison, experiments were carried out with the conventional method widely adopted in the industry for applications such as arc welding and laser cutting [20] . In industrial mechatronic servo applications, servo systems are connected to each axis of the manipulator and they are controlled independently. The servo controllers control the anglc and the angular velocity of the motors, not the position and orientation of the end-effector. In the conventional method. the nonlinear dynamic effects of the composite manipulator system is ignored and the dynamics of the mechatronic servo systems are assumed to be those of the servo controllers and the motors without any concern of the mechanisms. Therefore the conventional method considers the robot manipulator as a completely decoupled system and the control performance mainly depends on the servo controllers for each motor. This type of controllers is commonly known as semi-closed-loop controllers. To implement the conventional method to control the manipulator for a given desired trajectory, the position and orientation data should be transformed to the joint angles and angular velocities. Then the joint space data are given as a teaching signal to the servo controller as input, without any modification to compensate for the dynamics of the manipulator. Therefore, the control performance deteriorates in high-speed servo applications due to the dynamics of the manipulator becoming prominent at elevated speeds. This drawback has forced industrial mechatronic servo controllers using the conventional method to adopt a slow working speed that has a direct adverse impact on the production efficiency. In the case of redundant manipulators where the effect of the dynamics of the manipulator mechanism is significant especially at high speeds, the conventional method is expected to give very poor results. Therefore effoctive compensation of dynamics is the solution given in the proposed method. The accuracy of the dynamics identified using the RKGKNs is important, to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method. As stated earlier, the proposed method attempts to improve the accuracy and the information processing capacity of the RBFNNs by several methods. One is the structuring of the NNs to clearly represent the structure of the dynamics of robotic manipulators. This effective structuring of the NN results in higher accuracy and higher information processing capacity. The most important feature here is the sym- inite matrix, a special constrained optimization technique was adopted where the log penalty parameter st given in equation (2). In addition, st was scaled based on the importance of the constraints. Thcrcfore the log penalty parameter is large cnough to cxert pressurc on the individuals of the evolutionary algorithm to survive only if the resultant inertia matrix is positive definite. The angular space norm error is shown in Fig. 3, calculated by [ l o r d -Or11, where, 6,d is the rth reference joint angle, and 6, is the rth followed angle by the manipulator. It can be clearly seen in Fig. 3 that the performance of the proposed method is superior to that of the convent,ional method. Note that in the conventional method, the error increases in the latter part as the angular velocities of the manipulator joints increase. This is exactly what is expected in the conventional method due to the drawback of poor performance at elevated spceds, resulting from poor compensation of mechanical dynamics as explained above. The conventional method seems very simple though, imposes constraints on the product>ion speed, reducing the working efficiency. The proposed method has been able t.o reduce the error as the joint angular speeds increase, due to better compensation of dynamics. Therefore the proposed method provides a, promising solution to the current industrial problem of increasing production efficiency with a good product quality due to good control performance.
